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I had a revelation in a dream that I am to make this place a house of prayer for battle. We can conduct 
war anywhere in the world through prayer that deploys the armies of YHWH there without our having 
to physically be there. Many times I have found myself somewhere in a dream state to observe and 
fight in one of the spiritual dimensions.
http://theophilos.org/.../Bk1-prophecies/trumpet_of_ra.pdf

According to a 2012 dream, YHWH has special ops forces of only 5 people who were greatly feared by
the Antichrist armies. This is also the number for USMC insurgent teams

Marines with Marine Corps Air Station Iwakuni's Special Reaction Team (SRT) entry 
element stack up and prepare to clear a building during training. A typical 5-man Special 
Reaction Team entry element comprises of a number of specialist roles, including Team 
Leader, Defenseman, Rear Security and Pointman. The position at the front of the stack is 
taken by the Pointman. An SRT's Pointman's responsibilities include leading the entry 
element during approach, conducting reconnaissance, carrying any special equipment such 
as ballistic shields, recommending routes of approach and providing security for the 
element. Each member of the SRT entry team is cross-trained in all disciplines so they can 
adopt the other roles if needed.

Here is the 2012 dream that shows this in action. This was not a dream but a real event. Below is what 
the ship looked like - no engines, markings, windows or levels - just big enough for 5 people to sit in 
around in a circle holding hands. Very thin walled like tin foil but impermeable.
http://theophilos.org/.../Bk1-prophecies/yhwh_warriors.pdf

The strong men in this present NWO war are all in the higher spiritual dimensions. You cannot kill 
them with a gun, fire or a missile. The physical people and physical armies we see are just their 
subservient boots on the ground. You may kill them but the generals will just send out more.
Jesus said to first bind the strong man (generals) and then you may pillage the house (armies) on the 
ground who then loose their command directives and get confused and often flee. Mark 3:27
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